
  

 

 

 

 

 

HYDROCARBONS REMOVAL FILTERS SPI® 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

« Rain drains, oil is contained™ » 
SANERGRID-SPI-EN1608 



 
 

Smart filtration of hydrocarbons in rainwater 
 The Environmental Issue: 

Many industrial devices such as immersed power transformers 
contain several thousand litres of transformer oil in their 
internal cooling or insulation systems. These oils belong to the 
hydrocarbons classification and may cause severe soil or water 
pollution in case of leakage. In order to mitigate this pollution 
risk, such industrial equipment must be paired with retention 
equipment of a volume at least equal to the volume of 
hydrocarbons they contain: the full retention principle. The 
European standard EN 61936-1 (§ 8.6.2.) for transformers 
requires a watertight retention representing 100% of the oil 
volume oil contained in the transformer.  

Furthermore, when the equipment is install outside it is 
subject to rainwater that can fill this primary retention tank. 
To overcome this rainwater/oil leak overflow risk, the tank 
must be equipped with a system that filters and continuously 
discharges rainwater while retaining hydrocarbons within a 
secondary retention device. Authorities have set the 
hydrocarbon contamination limit to no more than 5-ppm 
hydrocarbon in discharged water (EN 858-1: "light liquid 
separations facilities"). 
 

How: 

« Rain drains, Oils contained», is the motto of SPI’s filters 
(Solidification Products International) who invented, 
developed and designed in the early 90, a unique component 
Hydrophobic (which is water repellent) and Oleophilic (Which 
is attracted) allowing to solidify hydrocarbons and separate 
water. 

Indeed, if in general hydrocarbons have a lower density than 
water and are used to float over it, a certain quantity of 
hydrocarbons also dissolves into water either by emulsion or by 
dissolution of some of its chemical sub components. 
 

This technology, designed in the cartridges PETRO PIPE®, 
PETRO PLUG® and PETRO BARRIER™ allows creating filters, 
which have the ability to assume 3 distinct functions: as you can 
see here below: 
 

 

0- INITIAL STATE: 
 

 Threaded-head filter diagram, screwed in the output of a 
retention volume (Tank, vat or pit…), flow evacuation 
direction: vertical descending  

 

 Rainwater filters SPI is filled with its active media 
component (represented on the right) inside a cartridge 

 

 Each product of the range has a different quantity and 
concentration of active media regarding outflow and using 
configuration. 

  

 

1- EVACUATION STATE:  
 

 In presence of water, the SPI filter allows water molecules 
to flow through. The higher the pressure is in the filter 
input, the higher the outflow is. 

 

 Dust, mud and impurities in water can affect the flow rate 
that is why the rainwater PRE FILTRATION is very 
important for SPI filters.  

 (See chapter Pre-Filtration below) 
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2- FILTRATION STATE: : 
 

 In case of hydrocarbons molecules within the water, the 
active media « activates », capture and solidify locally oil 
molecules that surrounds itself. 
 

 Active media, which is not in contact with hydrocarbons, 
is not activated and water molecules can still flow 
through. 

 

 Solidified hydrocarbons lowering free space for water to 
flow, the outflow decreases according to of the amount of 
hydrocarbons trapped in the filter. 

  

 

3- SEALING STATE: 
 

 Because of a massive hydrocarbons flow in the input of the 
filter, or a quantity equal to the saturation capacity of the 
filter, the active media has solidified the complete space 
available for rainwater evacuation. 
 

 The filter is then collapsed and contaminated rainwater 
as per hydrocarbons cannot evacuate, and are blocked 
inside the retention volume by the filter. 

 

 A human intervention is then necessary: a leak is 
responsible of the Sealing of the filter, the leak must be 
identified and sealed, and the filter replaced.  

(See chapter Pre-Filtration below) 
 

In all cases tested, hydrocarbons concentration within waters 
in the filters output is lower than 5 ppm. (Rapport SANERGRID 

Bureau Veritas 003606/2776443/1/1/1, Rapports des laboratoires 
Phoenix SPI Phoenix I.D.: AR67044, Rapport du TÜV Nr 2432974, Rapport 
NUA -Z-11895-1/1-2016 ) 

 

Pre-filtration: what is it? 

Rainwater filters SPI are designed to react with hydrocarbons 
but can be sensitive to mud and impurities in the water that 
can lower the solidification capacity and rainwater outflow, 
and in extreme cases collapse the filter before it has seen any 
oil.  
The pre filtration is an absolute necessity to all SPI filters: it is 
compulsory and must be checked and clean as much as the 
installation place requires it. 
It consists in a set of various grates and foams each of different 

mesh sizes placed upstream the filter to protect and block 

impurities in rainwater, guarantee a better lifecycle and efficient 

hydrocarbons filtration.  
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Standard range presentation: 

Technology: PETRO PIPE® PETRO PLUG® PETRO BARRIER™ Oil BOND® 

Range Name: P-PIT P-PIPE  P-PLUG 
PETRO BARRIER 

Casted 
Pump Through 
PETRO BARRIER  

Booms, 
pillows, 
powder 

Photo 

 

   
 

 

Description 
Cartridge filter 

to screw 

Cartridge filter to 
screw or cast in 

concrete 

Filtering 
obturator for 
drain pipes 

Filtration system 
casted in the 

retention floor  

Pump out Filtration 
system external to 

the retention 

Absorbent 
solidifying 
floating oil 

Using mode 

Horizontal, in 
the lower point 

retention 
volumes  

Inclined, at 25°, in 
the lower point of 
medium and big 

retention volumes 

Vertical, in drain 
pipes of the 

retention floors 

Vertical, casted 
in concrete in 
the retention 

floors 

Vertical, out of the 
retention, fluid 
going out of the 
tanks through a 

pump in retention 

Spill kit, or 
upstream of 
filters when 
identified 

polluted areas 

Advised 
replacement 

date (*) 

3 to 5 years 
regarding 
references 

3 to 5 years 
regarding 
references 

3 to 5 years 
regarding 
references 

5 years 5 years Not applicable 

Saturation 
limit approx. 

(**) 
1 litre 3-4 litres 1 litre 15 litres 15 litres 

3 x its own 
weight 

Order of 
magnitude 

(cf 
Datasheets) 

4 inches 
40 cm 
1 kg 

6 inches 
60 cm 
3 kg 

4 inches 
30 cm 
1 kg 

24 inches 
80 cm 
30 kg 

24 inches 
100 cm 
45 kg 

Regarding 
references 

Pre filtration 
associated 

Pre filtration 
Cartridge to 
screw PFC44 

Pre filtration cage 
PFB 

Pre filtration 
cage PFB 

Top hat 
filter THF 

Cage pump & 
infernal pre 
filtration kit 

Not applicable 

Pictures of 
pre filters 
linked with 
each range 

      

Not applicable 

(*): Advised replacement date is an important parameter: beyond this date, the filter user exposes himself to a potential decrease 
of the solidification speed of the active media due to the aging and the impurity of the water inside the filter. Therefore, beyond 
this date, even if the filter’s capacity remains, it is then possible that a small amount of oil can escape the filter before it 
completely sealed and act like a cap. 

(**): The saturation capacity is an order of magnitude: it is linked with the installation site conditions and the type of oil to retain 
on which SANERGRID and SPI cannot engage themselves. 

 

 Applications – Europe, UK and German references: 
 

                   
 

Railway: SNCF, ADIF, NETWORKRAIL… Electrical Utilities: EDF, ENDESA, UNION FENOSA, EON, SSE, UKPN… 

Transformer manufacturers: Schneider Electric, CG Global, ABB, Wilson…  Petro chemicals: TOTAL, BASF…  

Contractors: SPIE, CEGELEC, CLEMESSY, BALFOUR BEATTY, JACOBS, EMTE, OMEXOM, COBRA… Industry : SMA 
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